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Supplementary Text
Motivation
These materials are intended to provide support to inferences appearing in the main
text. In particular, we describe the provenance of the updated SEMum (11) model, upon
which our analysis is based (Section S1). We also present a systematic series of tests that
quantify model performance (Section S2) as well as resolution and uncertainties (Section
S4). We analyze the effects of three different sources of error on our model: 1.
Uncertainty in the surface-wave dispersion measurements used to constrain crustal
structure; 2. Potential bias due to parameterization of crustal structure; and 3. Uncertainty
due to noise in the waveform dataset. Further, we carry out four different types of error
analysis to quantify the reliability of our tomographic model: 1. Standard linear
resolution analysis using a resolution operator; 2. Bootstrap analysis of stability of model
structure; 3. Independent validation against waveform data that (a) were not used in the
construction of the tomographic model and (b) extend to shorter periods than used in the
inversion; and 4. Independent validation against structures inferred by regional / smallerscale studies. Additionally, we present further discussion of: (a) the oceanic upper-mantle
cluster analysis of SEMum2 (Section S3), (b) the model of absolute plate-motion cited in
the main text (Section S5.1), and (c) thermal implications of imaged VS structures
(Section S5.2).
S1 The SEMum and SEMum2 models
The SEMum model (11) was the first global upper-mantle shear-velocity model
developed using full waveform inversion combined with spectral-element forward
modeling (SEM: e.g. (31)). This model was constructed using both fundamental-mode
and overtone waveforms observed on both minor and major arcs ((X)R1/G1 and
(X)R2/G2) and filtered at periods longer than 60s, which were inverted by iteratively
minimizing the L2 misfit function defined over differences between time-discretized
waveform data d and SEM synthetics g(⋅) given the current model estimate m: [d –
g(m)]TCd-1[d – g(m)] (where Cd reflects data uncertainties and uniqueness – see (11)).
Importantly, this choice of misfit function retains both phase and amplitude information.
These data were collected from a combination of 203 shallow and deep earthquakes welldistributed globally in the years 1993-2007 – amounting to nearly 99,000 waveform
windows and containing over 5 million data points. Partly because SEM-based forward
modeling fully accounts for phenomena such as focusing and wavefront healing, SEMum
is characterized by stronger lateral heterogeneity in the upper 250 km – particularly in
low velocities – than previous global models derived with approximate forward-modeling
techniques (13). In our present work, we discuss the structure of an updated SEMum
model (hereafter: SEMum2) derived using the same methods, but with two key
improvements aimed at enhanced recovery of oceanic upper-mantle structure: 1. A new
implementation of the crustal modeling scheme; and 2. Inversion for shorter-wavelength
mantle structure, supported by a change in parameterization and resolution tests.
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S1.1 Crustal modeling
To render SEM computations tractable, SEMum used long-period waveform data
(60-400s) combined with a 60 km-thick crustal layer, whose seismic response is
equivalent to that of the Earth’s true crust in the frequency range of interest. This smooth
equivalent crust enabled us to avoid computationally costly (31) meshing of a thinlylayered crustal model, which would necessitate a very small time step to ensure accurate
wave propagation calculations. In order to match the seismic response of a thinly-layered
crust, spatially-varying radial anisotropy was introduced (32,33). Though the velocity
profiles of the 60 km equivalent crust may be similar to the true velocity profiles in
continental settings, albeit smooth, the imposition of the thick equivalent crustal layer
may complicate interpretation of shallow upper-mantle structure in oceanic regions
(above 80 km). To remedy this, we modified the crustal layer, so that now its thickness
approximately honors that of Crust2.0 (34) in continental regions, while it is fixed at 30
km in the oceans. Anisotropic velocity structure of the crustal layer is parameterized in
the same Lagrange polynomials as used in the SEM, similar to the crustal-modeling
approach shown to be effective by Fichtner & Igel (35). Like the original crustal model,
the new equivalent crustal layer is calibrated to match global 25-60s group-velocity
dispersion maps (36,37). Calibration proceeds in two inverse modeling steps: 1. An initial
grid search for best-fitting isotropic crustal models; and 2. An iterative inversion
introducing radial anisotropy, necessary to fit both Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion
(32). Convergence in step 2 is defined to be achieved when the mean misfit between
group velocities predicted from the crustal model and those from the 25-60s dispersion
maps falls below 50m/s.
Uncertainty due to group-velocity dispersion data
We find it preferable to match these dispersion data directly, reflecting the
integrated effect of Earth's crust on the wavefield, rather than matching dispersion
predicted by an a priori model with poorly quantified uncertainties. Still, the dispersion
maps also have associated uncertainties (37), so it is reasonable to ask whether error in
the maps, absorbed into the crustal layer, can significantly affect the long-period
wavefield and in turn bias our mantle model. To answer this question, we built an
ensemble of crustal models following the 2-step procedure above, again derived from 2560s dispersion maps, but now with added Gaussian noise (σ=40m/s, similar to
uncertainties reported in (37)). We calculated SEM synthetics in the period band of our
mantle inversion (60-400s) for each crustal-layer realization and examined variation in
the resulting waveforms. As seen in Figure S1 for a representative event from our dataset,
the ensembles of synthetic traces clearly do not differ significantly. Thus, we are
confident that variation in crustal-layer velocity structure due to uncertainties in the
dispersion maps cannot appreciably bias our mantle model.
Uncertainty due to crustal parameterization
A second potential source of model uncertainty is systematic error due to
parameterization. In particular, we ask whether our choice of Lagrange interpolants or
scaling relations for ρ and VP (38) can adversely affect the 60-400s waveforms in our
mantle inversion – especially in the case of oceans, where the 30 km crustal-layer
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thickness should necessitate larger velocity and radial-anisotropy variations than required
in continents, in order to match the observed dispersion. To answer this question
quantitatively, we calculated synthetic 25-60s dispersion data for an ensemble of realistic
thinly layered oceanic crustal structures (Crust2.0 (34) with randomly-perturbed layer
thicknesses) atop oceanic upper-mantle structure sampled from SEMum2. We fit the
synthetic data using the 2-step scheme above, and compared full long-period waveforms
(60-400s) calculated for the input layered models and the output models with a 30 km
crust. Illustrated in Figure S2, the results confirm that parameterization – which is the
only source of errors in these noise-free tests – has a negligible effect on long-period
waveforms: both fundamental-mode and overtone wavetrains generally show excellent
fits between the layered and 30 km smooth-crust models.
S1.2 SEMum2 mantle-model update
The SEMum2 model reflects two additional iterations of the SEM-based “hybrid”
waveform inversion scheme employed by (11) following the introduction of the new
crustal layer, as well as one further iteration following a change in parameterization of
the mantle model. The hybrid scheme was motivated by the fact that, under the
generalized-least squares formalism for non-linear inverse problems (39), error in solving
the forward problem (waveform-modeling) appears as a first-order term in the expression
for the retrieved model, while error in partial derivatives (sensitivity kernels) has a
second order effect [e.g. Appendix A of (11)]. In other words, it is more important to be
solving the correct problem – and thus seek the correct minimum – than to estimate the
optimal descent direction. To this end, the hybrid approach uses the SEM to solve the
forward problem “exactly” along with approximate sensitivity kernels from non-linear
asymptotic coupling theory (NACT: (40)). For a detailed description of this technique,
we refer the reader to (11). Although they do not include effects outside of the vertical
plane containing source and receiver, as would sensitivity kernels calculated with a SEMbased adjoint method (41), the NACT kernels offer several advantages: 1. In addition to
being updated at each iteration, the kernels include multiple forward scattering; 2. The
kernel computation, based on asymptotic mode coupling, is much faster than a SEMbased adjoint computation; and 3. NACT provides direct access to waveform partial
derivatives, allowing the use of a Gauss-Newton inversion scheme, which is known to
converge faster than the conjugate gradient scheme necessary in adjoint-type inversions.
Both the SEMum and SEMum2 mantle models are parameterized laterally in
spherical splines (42) and radially in cubic b-splines (43). Similarity between the longwavelength structure of SEMum and that obtained with the refined crustal model and
additional iterations of SEMum2 strongly suggested that the iteratively linearized
tomographic inversion had converged. This fact, combined with the excellent recovery of
small-scale structures apparent in the resolution operator analysis of SEMum (see (11)),
motivated us to refine the lateral parameterization of SEMum2, which would allow us to
recover more detailed images of the deep low-velocity structures discussed in the main
text. We did so by halving the spherical-spline knot spacing used for isotropic VS in
SEMum2, from 4° to 2° and performing an additional waveform-inversion iteration,
reducing the minimum a priori correlation length for VS permitted in our formulation (39)
from 800 km to 400 km (see (11) for details). While we could not rule out ahead of time
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the possibility that no additional recoverable information was present in the waveform
data and that we would fit noise, we subsequently verified that this was not the case in
two ways. First, we performed an additional resolution analysis, which demonstrated that
structures smaller than those permitted by the previous lateral parameterization could
indeed be retrieved (this statement should be interpreted with the usual caveats regarding
checkerboard tests, see Section S4.1). Second, the inversion with the finer
parameterization resulted in improved fits for data that were not originally included in the
inversion; among this held-out data, 168 additional waveform windows (fundamental
and/or overtone-mode wavetrains), previously excluded from the inversion due to large
residuals, became admissible. Thus, together with the demonstrations of model
performance in Section S2, we are confident that our progression to shorter-scale
structure is justified.
S2 Model performance and validation
S2.1 Data and variance reduction
In Table S1, we summarize SEMum2 performance in terms of waveform variance
reduction, listed for each component and windowed-wavetrain type separately, in
addition to the corresponding numbers of windows and data points contained therein. In
total, our dataset contains more than 99,000 individual windowed wavetrains,
corresponding to over 5,200,000 data points (sampled at 30s – the Nyquist limit for our
60s minimum-period – implying maximal independence between neighboring points
without information loss). We note that our fundamental-mode and overtone waveform
dataset is considerably larger than that used in previous global models from our group
(see Table 1 of (44), for comparison). Further, considering total number of data points
alone, 5.2M surpasses previous UCB whole-mantle models even when including their
extensive body-waveform datasets (44).
S2.2 Independent validation
Waveform fits for earthquakes not in our dataset, and at periods shorter than used in
our inversion, provide another way to evaluate model performance. We demonstrate this
ability to generalize in Figure S3, where we observe close fits between data and
synthetics, particularly in phase but also in amplitude, now calculated down to 40s
instead of the 60s cut-off for waveforms used in the inversion, and for 3 events not
previously included in our modeling. Performance may also be quantified in terms of
surface-wave dispersion. In Figure S4 we compare phase velocities measured from both
the observed data and SEMum2 synthetics, again for an event not included in our
inversion, using the multitaper technique of (45). We find that dispersion fits are quite
good – in general within 10m/s where the measurements remain stable – and further
represent a conservative estimate of model quality, given the sensitivity of single-station
phase measurements to source uncertainty (at least for observed data – sources used in
the SEM are well defined). Further, Figure S4 also includes phase velocities inferred
from the single-station phase-anomaly dataset of (46) (where available), which are in
general compatible with our measurements to within associated uncertainties.
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S2.3 Comparison to other models
Global VS structure in the SEMum2 model is shown in Figure S5 at a number of
upper-mantle and transition-zone depths, accompanied by structure from the recent
global models of Kustowski et al. (47) and Ritsema et al. (48). While the three models
agree well at long wavelengths, it is clear that SEMum2 is characterized by stronger,
more-focused anomalies. Local- and regional-scale tomography provides an additional
avenue for model validation: especially important given the unusually large-amplitude
heterogeneity in SEMum2 (e.g. low-velocity anomalies beneath the East Pacific Rise
consistently in excess of 9%). In Figure S6, we show 1D VS profiles from SEMum2 and
the same two recent global models (47,48), collocated at the EPR with the OBS-based
tomographic study of (49) for which we show a 1D-mean centered on the ridge axis
(averaging over approximately one SEMum2 correlation length; Section S1.2). While
structure above 50 km cannot be interpreted due to the 30 km crustal layer (Section S1.1),
SEMum2 recovers both the strength and depth of the low-velocity zone beneath the EPR
imaged by (49) far more closely than either of the other global models. With this local
validation of amplitudes in mind, we compare SEMum2 Pacific upper-mantle and
transition-zone cross-sections to these same two global models in Figures S7 and S8. We
see that SEMum2 amplitudes are systematically stronger, particularly for low velocities,
while morphology of structure is generally consistent at long wavelengths. Notably,
SEMum2 structure appears more concentrated and contiguous, particularly in the images
of subducted slabs and columnar low-velocity features discussed in the main text (e.g.
beneath the Pacific Superswell (12)).
S3 Cluster analysis
Given an ensemble of data points distributed among a set of clusters – defined by
their means, which are not known a priori – as well as an assumed number of clusters, the
k-means algorithm (50) provides an objective estimate of both the unknown means and
data-point partitioning. As shown in (13), this technique can be applied to VS profiles
sampled from tomographic models to discover objective classes of model structure – both
their lateral extent and appearance. We applied this analysis to oceanic upper-mantle (30350 km) structure in SEMum2, and feature a pertinent subset of the results in Figure 1 of
the main text. For completeness, the full results can be found in Figure S9, showing
global distribution of the structural classification, as well as more-detailed
characterization of intra-cluster variation. Further, to estimate uncertainties in the cluster
centroids, we repeat the cluster analysis for each of the bootstrap models obtained in
Section S4.2 below, and show the resulting ensembles of cluster-centroid profiles in
panel (B) (analogous to the SEMum2 cluster centroids shown in panel (B) of Figure 1).
We note that the 2σ uncertainty characterizing each ensemble of profiles is
indistinguishable from the width of the ensemble itself at this plotting scale. Indeed, it is
clear that the different classes of SEMum2 structure revealed by the cluster analysis
remain distinct at the 2σ level, much like the underlying VS anomalies associated with the
LVFs, as discussed below in Section S4.2 and demonstrated in Figure S14.
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S4 Resolution and uncertainties
S4.1 Resolution analysis
Pitfalls of the “standard” resolution analyses employed in many tomographic studies
are well known, including strict validity only for linear problems (51) and potential for
misleading results (52) (see (15) for discussion in the context of waveform inversion).
Further, such analyses cannot be used to address uncertainties arising from inaccuracy of
the modeling theory. Therefore, standard resolution analysis is likely to overestimate the
resolution of models constructed using approximate wave propagation approaches
compared to those constructed using more accurate wave propagation calculations, such
as SEMum and SEMum2. Still, these analyses can provide useful insight on model
parameterization and data coverage. Indeed, poor fidelity to a test model (e.g.
checkerboard) upon projection onto the model basis clearly implies that structure of
similar sharpness or scale cannot be imaged, while data coverage that is too sparse
relative to a priori constraints on model smoothness (e.g. correlation length) can result in
poor test-model recovery, showing gaps or ray-like smearing – again indicative that small
scales may not be well resolved.
Keeping these points in mind, we present resolution analyses for isotropic VS in
Figure S13, using the common checkerboard pattern at global scales, as well as isolated
point and band-like structures in the Pacific basin motivated by the columnar anomalies
and LVFs. In panel (A), we see that checkerboard inputs are very well retrieved – for
both large (2200 km) and small-scale (800 km) structures placed at LVF-relevant depths
in equatorial and polar orientations – with no evidence of ray-like smearing or gaps in
sensitivity, even at the poles. As such, we expect VS to be well resolved at 800 km scales
in the upper mantle, coincident with the minimum distance of significant correlation
permitted in our inversion (2 x 400 km), and only slight degradation in the transition zone
– certainly at scales shorter than the well-recovered 2200 km case. In panel (B), we show
results for isolated input perturbations at two representative locations to assess vertical
smearing: Hawaii, with fairly dense data coverage, and the south-Pacific Superswell
(equidistant from Tahiti and Pitcairn) with possibly sparser coverage. Though input
amplitudes are not necessarily recovered, morphology with depth is, and we expect
accurate distribution of VS anomalies down to at least 400 km, with only slight vertical
smearing below. Finally, in panel (C), we show results for band-like test structures (450
and 900 km widths), concentrated in the 200-350 km depth range, and oriented both
normal and parallel to Pacific APM (14). Both scales and orientations of bands are well
retrieved – demonstrating that: (a) the ~2000 km APM-normal periodicity of the Pacific
LVFs cannot be an artifact of our model parameterization or data coverage; and (b) the
widths of the Pacific LVFs are well resolved.
S4.2 Uncertainty estimation
While resolution analysis provides a useful assessment of certain aspects of model
quality, quantitative estimates of model uncertainties are clearly desirable. One efficient
uncertainty-estimation technique is the bootstrap (53), in which an ensemble of models is
obtained by inverting randomly resampled data and ensemble variation is taken as a
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proxy for uncertainty (44). Here, for simplicity, we partition our data into 6 subsets
(event month modulo 6) and construct resampled data by selecting 4 subsets without and
2 with replacement, such that at most 50% of each resampled set is a repeated subset and
33% of available subsets are missing. For 20 resampled-data realizations, we re-run the
final iteration of our inversion (a Gauss-Newton update scheme forces the model to
adjust very quickly to changes in the data). Further, we do not reapply our path-weighting
scheme (54) to the resampled data, increasing the likelihood of large model variations. In
Figure S14, we show map views at 250 km depth of both the resulting 2σ uncertainties
and SEMum2 VS structure with regions below the local 2σ masked. Assuming our
uncertainty estimates are valid, it is clear that the LVFs are significant at the 2σ level.
S4.3 Stability of model structure
Model structure may further be considered robust if it remains stable following the
introduction of new independent data. With this in mind, we performed one additional
iteration of the hybrid inversion – a hypothetical update to the SEMum2 model – using a
new, 144-event waveform dataset that is wholly disjoint from that in our modeling. As
noted above (Section S4.2), our use of a Gauss-Newton update scheme implies that
model structure should adjust very quickly if required by the new data. In Figure S15, we
show VS structure at 250 km depth in SEMum2 (also shown in Figure 2 of the main text)
alongside that from the updated model described here. It is clear that the LVF structures
remain stable following application of an independent waveform dataset. Indeed,
SEMum2 model structure and that retrieved in the hypothetical update remain correlated
at R>0.95 when considering up to spherical-harmonic degree 12 and R>0.9 to degree 48
throughout the upper mantle. This test again emphasizes the robust nature of the LVF
structures seen in the SEMum2 upper mantle.
S4.4 LVF orientations and possible artifacts due to azimuthal sampling
Finally, we wish to explain why the orientations of the LVFs cannot be due to poor
azimuthal sampling – either in the form of ray-like smearing or as artifacts of un-modeled
azimuthal anisotropy. As noted previously, LVFs tend to align preferentially to APM
(14), which in turn corresponds to streamlines of solid rotation on the surface of the
sphere. Except in the degenerate case arising 90° from the pole of rotation, these paths
cannot be fit with a great circle – precluding correspondence between LVFs and ray
paths. This point is demonstrated in practice in Figure S16, where we compare LVF
orientations from Figure 2(B) in the Pacific and West Antarctic to a sparse, but
representative, sampling of rays that traverse these regions from Western-Pacific and
Arctic sources to Western-Hemisphere and ocean-island receivers (the distribution of
rays when transposing the source and receiver sides would be similar). As expected from
the geometric argument above, it is immediately clear from examination of Figure S16
that LVFs cannot be fit by, and cannot correspond to, ray paths. Indeed, this result
complements those of our resolution analysis (Section S4.1), which previously ruled-out
ray-like smearing. Further, it is extremely unlikely that the LVF structures are artifacts
due to un-modeled azimuthal anisotropy, because of two reasons. First, the azimuthal
coverage of our dataset is very homogeneous, particularly in the central Pacific, where
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the LVFs are most clearly developed (Fig. S17). Second, the bootstrap resampling
analysis, which estimates model uncertainties by repeatedly simulating artificially poor
data coverage, should yield much larger uncertainties for the LVF structures if our dataset
were characterized by uneven azimuthal sampling (Section S4.2, Fig. S14).
S5 Plate motion and temperature models
S5.1 Absolute plate motions
In the main text, we present comparisons between LVF orientations and the absolute
plate motion (APM) model of Kreemer (14). This APM model combines a
comprehensive geodetic dataset, used to constrain relative plate motions, with SKS
splitting measurements that constrain the orientation of plate motion relative to the deep
mantle – thereby providing an alternative to hotspot-based reference frames, which may
be affected by uncertainties in assumed hotspot motion / fixity. Still, this model is
consistent with those based on the hotspot frame for the Pacific plate, such as HS3NUVEL1A (55), while showing marked differences in APM direction on several slow
moving plates – in particular the Antarctic and African plates (it also reflects different
assumptions regarding deformation of the African plate – see (14)). Because SEMum2
was constructed using completely independent data and methods from Kreemer's APM
model, the striking similarity between plate-motion and LVF orientation in all oceans
provides a validation of both models and supports the use of SKS splitting measurements
as constraints on the net rotation of the lithosphere with respect to the deep mantle.
S5.2 Temperature variations
Assuming a purely thermal origin for lateral VS variations in the oceanic upper
mantle of SEMum2, we estimate corresponding temperature differences to be on the
order of 200°C. This estimate is derived using a model of anharmonic VS temperature
dependence for realistic upper-mantle compositions developed by (56), and corrected for
anelastic dispersion using an ensemble of physically-plausible attenuation models in the
manner of (57). The latter correction is parameterized in terms of homologous
temperature, which in turn relied on upper-mantle solidus temperatures derived by (58).
Together with absolute VS from SEMum2, these models form a non-linear system of
equations, which may easily be solved numerically – leading to the above estimates of
spatial variations in temperature. Importantly, because these estimates assume a purely
thermal origin for lateral variations in VS – ignoring the profound effects of water or
partial melt, for example, on shear-wave velocities – they represent upper bounds on the
associated temperature variations. Future efforts toward SEM-based attenuation
tomography will allow for better characterization of the anelastic structure associated
with these VS anomalies, and thus may provide insight on the roles of temperature vs.
composition.
S5.3 Comparison with Pacific geoid undulations
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As noted in the main text, the ~2000 km wavelength of the LVFs corresponds to a
peak in power in Pacific geoid undulations observed by Hayn et al. (15), which are also
preferentially aligned with absolute plate motion. This geoid signal provides strong
evidence for patterns of upper-mantle heterogeneity consistent with the LVFs in both
scale and orientation, although it cannot be used to isolate a specific depth range for such
features. In Figure S11, we compare the locations and orientations of the LVFs to the
distribution of preferential orientation seen in ~1850 km scale Pacific geoid undulations
(15). Interestingly, the paths associated with the LVFs do not correspond exactly to the
broad bands of quasi-APM orientation seen in the geoid: in general, the LVFs fall either
between or at the edges of these regions, where more complex variation in preferential
orientation of the geoid pattern is observed. In the main text, we note that this observation
is not compatible with simple secondary convection in the form of Richter rolls (1),
where one would expect regular bands of quasi-APM orientation in the geoid to be
aligned with the up- (LVF-centered) and down-welling (inter-LVF) limbs. Instead, we
note that the observed pattern of preferential geoid orientation may be more compatible
with channelization and fingering of plume-fed material in the upper mantle. In this latter
case, smaller-scale convective phenomena would be expected to arise within the
propagating finger itself (26), resulting in more complex local variation in geoid
signature. This suggestion could be supported by the imaged variability of shear velocity
within the LVFs, which despite being continuous and consistently low-velocity (as
demonstrated in the cluster and bootstrap resampling analyses), still exhibit internal VS
minima. Conversely, large expanses of ambient mantle structure between LVF channels
are expected to be relatively laterally uniform, and are also APM-aligned – indeed they
result from the presence of the through-going LVFs. Therefore, in this scenario, the most
laterally coherent regions of APM-parallel preferential orientation in the geoid are
actually associated with the comparatively fast bands of ambient mantle, while the
system as whole (the ~2000 km periodicity in particular) is controlled by the LVFs.
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Fig. S1.
Variation in long-period (60-400s) SEM synthetics due to the introduction of realisticamplitude (37) artificial errors into the dispersion maps that form the basis of our crustal11

modeling scheme (Section S1.1). For each path in panel (A) – selected to sample oceanic,
continental, and mixed settings – panel (B) shows SEM synthetics calculated in a
reference crustal layer (black) for Z (left) and T (right) components, as well as residuals
between the reference trace and those calculated in the ensemble of crustal layers based
on data with added errors (red). It is immediately apparent that the residuals are very
small. Thus, we also show exaggerated (10x) residuals in panel (C), corresponding to the
longest path in (B) – traversing both continental and oceanic settings – again illustrating
that the apparent variation is not significant. With these results in mind, it is clear that
uncertainties in the dispersion data on the order of those reported by (37) cannot
significantly affect our waveform modeling through contamination of the crustal layer
and in turn bias our mantle model.
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Fig. S2
Demonstration that long-period waveforms and surface-wave dispersion are unaffected
by our parameterization of a smooth 30 km crustal layer derived for a synthetic “oceanic”
13

input structure using the two-step modeling scheme (Section S1.1): (A) layered synthetic
input (continuous lines) and smooth 30 km output structures (broken lines); (B) longperiod Love (red) and Rayleigh (black) fundamental-mode phase (solid) and group
(dashed) velocity misfit between layered input and smooth output models; (C) vertical
and transverse component long-period (60-400s) waveforms for shallow and deep events
calculated in the layered input (black) and smooth output (red) models.
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Fig. S3
Examples of waveform fits for events not included in our dataset and at periods shorter
than used in our modeling (40s minimum period instead of 60s). Continental paths are
featured in panels (A)-(C), while oceanic paths are shown in (D) and (E). In general, we
observe very close fits between data and SEM synthetics in both settings, for both
fundamental-mode and overtone wavetrains on vertical and transverse components (with
the exception of station BULN, which exhibits high noise levels on the transverse
16

component in panel (B)). These results supply an important independent validation of the
SEMum2 model.
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Fig. S4
Comparisons between fundamental-mode phase velocities measured from waveform data
and SEM synthetics for SEMum2 using the multitaper technique of (45) – again for an
event not included in our inversion (Samoa 2009/8/30 Mw6.6), along a range of oceanic,
continental, and mixed paths. Absolute phase-velocity anomalies are displayed with
respect to the global 1D-mean reference model associated with SEMum2, for which
50m/s corresponds to an anomaly of 1-1.3% in the period range considered. Overall, we
find excellent fits between measurements performed on data and SEM synthetics –
consistent with the quality of waveform fits observed for SEMum2. Further, we also
show phase velocities for the same event and paths inferred from the single-station phaseanomaly dataset of (46) (used to constrain the GDM52 dispersion model discussed
therein). Where available, phase-velocity anomalies from (46) are in general compatible
with our own measurements to within their published uncertainties. Panel (A): paths for
which phase velocity measurements are available. Panel (B): phase-velocity
measurements performed on data (black) and SEM synthetics (red) using the technique of
(45), as well as those inferred from (46) with associated uncertainties (green squares, blue
2σ error-bars).
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Fig. S5
Global isotropic VS structure in the SEMum2 model, as well as two other recent global
models – S362ANI (47) and S40RTS (48) – at a range of upper-mantle and transition
zone depths. Model structure is plotted as variations (%) with respect to the 1D reference
associated with each model. Circles denote hotspots of Steinberger (30). All three models
agree well at long wavelengths, while SEMum2 in general exhibits stronger, more
concentrated anomalies.
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Fig. S6
Isotropic VS structure in SEMum2 beneath the East Pacific Rise (EPR). In panel (A): a
comparison between the mean 1D VS profile obtained from the high-resolution OBSbased tomographic study of EPR structure by (49), with that sampled from global models
SEMum2, S362ANI (47), and S40RTS (48), in the same location. The 1D profile of the
Harmon et al. study was obtained from a harmonic mean of the central portion of their
model over length-scales consistent with the a priori correlation lengths employed in the
SEMum2 inversion (~400 km). It is immediately clear that SEMum2 more-closely
recovers the strength and depth of the low-velocity zone (LVZ) beneath the EPR inferred
from the local study than either of the other global models. Panel (B): Relative variations
in isotropic VS structure at 70 km depth in SEMum2, focused on the EPR, showing both
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the location of the comparison in (A) (black arrow) and the extent of the ~3750 km line
of section in (C) (portion of EPR highlighted in green). Panels (C) and (D): a cross
section following the portion of the EPR shown in (B), illustrating the strength and extent
of the strong low-velocity anomaly imaged beneath the EPR in SEMum2 (C), nearly 10%, as well as the pronounced reduced ξ=VSH2/VSV2 signal (D), interpreted as enhanced
vertical flow beneath the ridge (see also Figure S12). Black arrow and dashed line
indicate approximate location of profiles in (A).
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Fig. S7
Cross sections showing relative variations in isotropic VS structure across the Pacific,
corresponding to path (1) (WNW-to-ESE) on the accompanying map. Upper section:
SEMum2; middle section: S40RTS (48); bottom section: S362ANI (47). Inverted
triangles in green denote ridges crossing the line of section, while those in orange
correspond to subduction zones (earthquake hypocenters also shown, highlighting
subducted slabs). Maximum positive and negative VS perturbation for each model
(relative to their own respective 1D reference) is also indicated (inset). Large-scale
patterns of VS structure are clearly compatible between the three models, though
SEMum2 recovers stronger lateral heterogeneity – particularly in the LVZ – as well as a
more-continuous signature of high velocities associated with subducted slabs and lowvelocity “conduits” beneath the South-Pacific Superswell (12). Abbreviations: SPSS –
Pacific Superswell. Green circles in map view correspond to hotspot locations of
Steinberger (30).
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Fig. S8
Similar to Figure S7, but now showing relative variations in isotropic VS corresponding
to path (2) (SW-to-NE). Again, large-scale patterns of structure are consistent across
models, while SEMum2 exhibits stronger heterogeneity. Abbreviations: AAD –
Australian-Antarctic Discordance (59); B&R – Basin and Range.
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Fig. S9
Detailed cluster analysis of SEMum2 isotropic VS structure in the oceanic upper mantle
(30-350 km depth) using the k-means algorithm (50) (4 clusters). Panel (A): lateral extent
of the resulting 4 classes of oceanic VS structure in both Pacific and Atlantic Oceancentered views. Green circles denote hotspots of Steinberger (30). Panel (B): ensembles
of mean 1D VS models for the 4 classes shown in (A) using an identical color scheme,
along with the global 1D-mean for comparison (black, dashed). Ensembles of means
reflect model uncertainties obtained in the bootstrap resampling analysis (Section S4.2),
as noted in Section S3. For the mean profile associated with each class of structure, we
again note the presence of a strong VS gradient (150-200 km) above almost constant VS
(200-350 km), as found in early models of the oceanic upper-mantle (60). Panel (C):
25

populations of 1D VS models sampled from SEMum2 that fall into each of the 4 clusters
(light blue, background), overlain by the corresponding cluster-mean profiles and the
global mean (black, dashed) – black lines correspond to +/- 1σ variation around the
cluster mean within each population.
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Fig. S10
Atlantic Ocean centered view of SEMum2 VS variations (w.r.t. the global mean) at 250
km depth, demonstrating preferential alignment between Atlantic LVFs and the APM of
(14) (broken lines). LVF orientations often correlate with Atlantic hotspot tracks and
seamount chains, as labeled, including those referred to in the main text. Further, we note
impressive recovery of the high-velocity signature of the South-Sandwich Islands
subduction zone at ~60°S. Green circles denote hotspots of Steinberger (30).
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Fig. S11
Comparison between SEMum2 Pacific LVFs and the directional wavelet analysis of the
EGM2008 geoid by Hayn et al. (15). Panel (A): SEMum2 VS structure at 250 km depth,
focused on the Pacific, with APM paths (14) overlain as in Fig. 2 of the main text. We
note that the approximate 2000 km spacing between the Pacific LVFs is closer to ~1900
km when limited specifically to the SE Pacific region. Green circles – hotspots (30).
Panel (B): modified from Hayn et al. (15, reproduced with permission of the authors) –
azimuth of dominant orientation of geoid undulations at 1850 km wavelength. As noted,
pink colors correspond to quasi-APM azimuths in the central/eastern Pacific, while blue
colors correspond to the conjugate direction. Intriguingly, the LVFs appear to fall
between the APM-parallel lineations in the geoid at the 1850 km scale – an observation
that we expand upon in Section S5.3. Panel (C): modified from Hayn et al. (15,
reproduced with permission of the authors) – histograms of dominant wavelengths of
geoid undulations (solid lines) and predicted bathymetric effect on the geoid (dashed
lines) for the SE Pacific region (red dashed box in Panel (B)) at quasi-APM azimuths. A
28

clear peak (black arrow) is seen at a mean wavelength of ~1900 km that appears
independent of the bathymetric signal (15).
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Fig. S12
Depth cross-sections through SEMum2, along profiles parallel to APM (14) that are
identical to those in Figure 3 of the main text (profiles 3 and 4), but now extending to 800
km depth. Refer to Figure 3A for profile locations. Panels (A) and (B): relative variations
in isotropic VS along profiles 3 and 4; Panel (C): variations in the radial anisotropy
parameter ξ=VSH2/VSV2 along profile 4 – the same profile as in panel (B). Profile (A) is
located between LVFs, while profile (B) is within an LVF.
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Fig. S13
Linear resolution analysis for the isotropic VS portion of the SEMum2 model, focused on
both global and central/eastern Pacific structure. Panel (A): global checkerboard test
models at 270 km depth with ~800 km and ~2200 km maximum block widths for both
equatorial and polar orientations. Both scales are well retrieved, with no indication of
ray-like smearing or gaps in sensitivity, even at the poles. Panel (B): isolated point
perturbations (~2° width) at 120, 270, and 470 km depth – inputs shown in the top row,
structure retrieved with inputs located beneath Hawaii (high-density data coverage) and
the Pacific Superswell (lower-density) shown in the middle and bottom row, respectively.
Though amplitudes are not honored, we note good recovery of the morphology of input
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structures at both locations, with little evidence of vertical smearing. Panel (C): band-like
input structures (200-350 km depth) with ~450 km and ~900 km widths oriented normal
(1,2) and parallel (3,4) to APM (14). The homogeneous nature of the input bands is
honored in the retrieved APM-normal structure, indicative that the ~2000 km APMnormal periodicity of Pacific LVFs is not the result of poor data coverage or model
parameterization. Both scales of APM-parallel input bands are retrieved, indicating that
the widths of the Pacific LVFs are well resolved. Color scales chosen to highlight
deficiencies in the resolution of our model: panels (A) and (B) saturate at 50% of the
input level in order to emphasize low-amplitude smearing artifacts (lateral or vertical,
respectively), while panel (C) saturates at 100% of the input level to emphasize gaps in
coverage that could artificially give rise to the APM-normal periodicity or lead to poor
recovery of the narrow APM-parallel test structures (otherwise difficult to detect if over
saturated).
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Fig. S14
Results of the bootstrap resampling analysis (Section S4.2), here featured at LVF depths
(250 km). Panel (A): 2σ uncertainties (% dlnVS) from 20 bootstrap iterations, shown in
global map view. Panel (B): relative variations in VS structure at 250 km, shown in the
same view, but with perturbation amplitudes below local 2σ in (A) masked. Given the
uncertainty estimates obtained here, it is clear that the LVF structures remain significant
at the 2σ level.
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Fig. S15
Comparison between SEMum2 model structure at LVF depths (250 km) – similar to
Figure 2 in the main text – shown in panel (A), and that obtained from a hypothetical
model update using a new independent waveform dataset (Section S4.3), in panel (B). As
noted in the text, the model update scheme requires structure to adjust rapidly, if required
by the data. We observe that SEMum2 structure at 250 km depth remains stable
following the update step, with the LVFs remaining a prominent feature. Further, both
models correlate at R>0.9 (up to spherical harmonic degree 48) at all depths throughout
the upper mantle. Also shown: hotspot locations (green circles) (30); APM (black
dashed) (14).
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Fig. S16
Comparisons between Pacific and West-Antarctic LVF orientations (APM (14) paths
from Figure 2 in the main text) and a sparse, but representative subset of rays traversing
the region from Western-Pacific and Arctic sources to Western Hemisphere and oceanisland receivers (Section S4.4). Maps shown with 30°S (A), equatorial (B), and 30°Ncentered (C) views; sources and stations shown as blue circles and green triangles,
respectively. It is immediately clear that the LVFs cannot correspond to ray paths,
confirming in practice that the alignment of the LVFs with APM is not an artifact of the
path coverage.
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Fig. S17
Rose diagrams demonstrating homogeneity of azimuthal coverage for the fundamentalmode Rayleigh wave portion of our waveform dataset. Homogeneity of coverage, such as
that shown here, is crucial for avoiding tradeoffs between isotropic velocity variations
and azimuthal anisotropy.
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Fig. S18
Absolute VS cross-sections perpendicular to APM (14) in the upper 350 km of the mantle
for paths shown in map view in panel (A): panel (B) – beneath the Antarctic Plate; panel
(C) – beneath the Indian Plate. As in Figure 3 in the main text, the vertical velocity
gradient at the base of the LVZ is considerably stronger in regions between LVFs than
where LVFs are present, even beneath the slow-moving Antarctic plate. Overlain contour
interval: 50m/s.
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Fig. S19
Absolute VS cross-sections in the upper 350 km of the Atlantic upper mantle for paths
shown in map view in panel (A) (dlnVS at 250 km depth). The nature of Atlantic APM
(e.g. Fig. S10) makes it difficult to consistently remain quasi-perpendicular to APM on
such long profiles, however those shown above attempt to do so on average (path (1) in
panel (B) for its entire length, path (2) in panel (C) until ~6500 km along section).
Especially panel (B), but also in the quasi-APM-normal portion of panel (C), the LVF
structures are immediately apparent – particularly their ~2000 km periodicity and depth
extent beyond the base of the classical LVZ. Overlain contour interval: 50m/s.
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Table S1.
Final-iteration waveform variance-reduction for SEMum2, and associated numbers of
accepted waveform windows / data points (bracketed), listed by component and
windowed-wavetrain type. Over 99,000 waveform windows, corresponding to more than
5,200,000 data points, are accepted into the final inversion iteration. Here, variance
reduction is defined in percent of one minus the squared 2-norm of the residual between
the data and synthetics normalized by that of the data: 100 x [1 - ||d - g(m)||2 / ||d||2].
Fundamental
L 68.1% [7,964 / 428,700]
T 77.3% [13,438 / 509,014]
Z 69.9% [13,562 / 731,590]

Overtone
80.9% [14,475 / 913,434]
71.2% [14,640 / 511,837]
79.5% [22,296 / 1,341,729]

Mixed
74.9% [3,434 / 219,187]
82.2% [4,596 / 232,885]
77.6% [4,951 / 313,140]
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